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SPEECH BY THE PREMIER, HON, D0 A. DUNSTAN, Q.C.p M . P . , AT THE / 
STOCK EXCHANGE DINNER, FRIDAY, 11TH AUGUST, 1967 . 
•MR. PRESIDENT, ETC. ; 
I THANK YOU FOR THE COURTESY YOU HAVE SHOWN TO ME IN 
INVITING ME TO BE PRESENT WITH YOU ON THI8 THE OCCASION OF YOUR 
ANNUAL DINNER, AND TO- BE GUEST SPEAKER. 
LIKE MOST LAYMEN, I AIS NOT WELL INFORMED ON THE 
MACHINATI0N8 OF-THE EXCHANGE AND THE TERMS USED COMMONLY IN THE 
TRANSACTION OF THE BUSINESS OF THE EXCHANGE, SO MUCH SO THAT WERE 
I ASKED OFF THE . CUFF I WOULD HAVE SOME DIFFICULTY IN SEPARATING 
"BULLS", "BEARS" AND "STAGS". SO THAT I MIGHT NOT APPEAR TOO 
LACKING IN KNOWLEDGE, THEREFORE, I HAVE DONE A LITTLE READING AND 
COME UP WITH SOME INTERESTING INFORMATION. 
I FIND THAT A "BUCKET SHOP" I S PROBABLY SO CALLED BECAUSE 
OF THE HABIT.OF OPERATORS OF.EARLIER DAYS OF HAVING A BUCKET OF 
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SECURITIES ON ONE SIDE OF HIS DESK AND ANOTHER BUCKET FOR CLIENTS.1 
MONEY ON THE OTHER SIDE. I FIND THAT A "BRUM" I S THE NAME THAT 
WAS USED FOR THE HIGHLY RESPECTABLE LONDON, MIDLAND AND SCOTTISH 
RAILWAY STOCKS, BEING A CORRUPTION OF BIRMINGHAM, THE PRINCIPAL 
RAILWAY CENTRE ON.THAT SYSTEM, WHEREAS I HAD ALWAYS THOUGHT THAT 
IT ¥/AS SOMETHING COUNTERFEIT SUCH AS A "BRUM" COIN OR ARTIFICIAL 
JEWELLERY. YOU WILL REMEMBER, I AM SURE, HOW C . J . DENNIS'S 
SENTIMENTAL BLOKE FIRST SAW DGREEN IN THE VICTORIA MARKET "INSPECTIN 
BRUMS ON STEENIE ISAACS' STALL". 
MOREOVER,. THE STOCK EXCHANGE ITSELF HAS AN INTERESTING 
HISTORY AND APPEARS TO HAVE COME INTO BEING IN ENGLAND BECAUSE THE 
MEN WHO DEALT IN STOCKS IN ONE OF THE WALKS OF THE ROYAL EXCHANGE 
ATTRACTED SUCH A MpTLEY AND NOISY CROWD OF SPECULATORS THAT THE 
OUTRAGED OCCUPANTS OF THE NEIGHBOURING WALKS DEMANDED THAT THEY 
CONDUCT THEIR BUSINESS ELSEWHERE. AFTER BEING TURNED OUT OF THE 
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EXCHANGE BUILDING, THE STOCK JOBBERS CONTINUED TO CONDUCT THEIR 
BUSINESS IN EXCHANGE ALLEY WHICH RAN BETWEEN LOMBARD STREET 
AND CORNHILL STREET. THIS ALLEY HAD IN I T TWO COFFEE H0U8ES, 
JONATHONfS COFFEE HOUSE AND GARRAWA1& COFFEE HOUSE„ WHICH IN 
THOSE DAYS ALSO DISPENSED PATENT MEDICINES AND STRONG LIQUORS. 
THE STOCK JOBBERS HAD NO FORMAL GOVERNANCE BUT A LOOSE COMMUNITY 
ORGANISATION EXISTED TO PRODUCE FROM TIME TO TIME LISTS OF STOCK 
PRICES. THERE I S A RECORD OF ONE OF THESE JOBBERS, JOHN FREKE, 
PRODUCING SUCH A LIST , COMPILED - AND I QUOTE - "AT HIS 
OFFICE AGAINST THE WALL OF JONATHON • 8 COFFEE HOUSE IN EXCHANGE 
ALLEYp WHO BUYS AND SELLS STOCKS AND LENDS' MONEY AT THE SAME 
TIME" - THUS SNEAKING IN A BIT OF ADVERTISING OF'HIS ACTIVITIES. 
FOLLOWING THE STOCK GAMBLING M I A OF THE SOUTH SEA BUBBLE „ A 
DECISION WAS TAKEN TO PROVIDE A PERMANENT HOME FOR THE STOCK 
OPERATORS AND IN 1773 A STOCK OPERATORS4 CLUB WAS FORMED AT THE 
NEW JONATHON*S COFFEE. HOUSE (THE ORIGINAL HAVING BEEN BURNT DOWN) 
AND THE TITLE "THE STOCK EXCHANGE" WAS WRITTEN OVER THE DOOR. 
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SOME THIRTY YEARS LATER THE PRESENT LONDON STOCK EXCHANGE WAS 
ERECTED FROM FUNDS RAISED BY PUBLIC SUBSCRIPTION,, FOR THE 
TRANSACTION OF BUSINESS IN THE PUBLIC FUNDS. THE 8T0CK EXCHANGE 
IN LONDON I S STILL CALLED "THE HOUSE" RECALLING ITS EARLIER DAYS 
AS THE. COFFEE HOUSE AND I T S ATTENDANTS, SO I AM INFORMED,, ARE 
STILL CALLED "WAITERS". 
« S 0 M E OF THIS MAY BE KNOWN TO YOU, BUT PERHAPS SO&E MAY 
NOTf I , AT LEAST, FOUND THE INFORMATION INTERESTING AND 
REFRESHING, PARTICULARLY AS THE RULES AND BY-LAWS OF YOUR EXCHANGE 
ARE BASED, SO I UNDERSTAND, ON THOSE OF THE LONDON EXCHANGE. 
EVEN SOp FEW LAYMEN HAVE ANY REAL KNOWLEDGE OF STOCK 
EXCHANGE OPERATIONSi AMERICAN FILMS HAVE GIVEN US A PICTURE OF 
FRENZIED WRITING IN AND RUBBING OUT OF PRICES CHALKED ON A HUGE 
BOARD, A SEA OF HANDS WAVING PAPERS IN ANSWER TO A CALL, AND A 
BABBLE OF VOICES, TICKER TAPE CHATTERING AND SO ON. 
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. I A M S U R E THAT YOUR OPERATIONSARE NOT NEARLY AS 
DRMIATIC.. - BE THEY' EXCITING OR HUM-DRUM THIS I DO KNOW. 
THE STOCK EXCHANGE PROVIDES A MOST RELIABLE BAROMETER OP 
CONFIDENCE IN THE ECONOMY. ANY SIGNS OF ANXIETY IN PARTICULAR 
ENTERPRISES ARE QUICKLY REFLECTED IN THE MARKET - ANY GENERAL 
LACK OF CONFIDENCE. SHOWS OUT IN A GENERAL MALAISE IN THE 
EXCHANGE. I AM HAPPY TO NOTE THAT PRESENT LEVELS OF ACTIVITY -
ARE SUCH AS TO FOSTER-THE BELIEF THAT THE OUTLOOK FOR THE FUTURE 
I S ONE OF CONFIDENCE. • ' •> / ; • • . ; 
THE STOCK EXCHANGE, THROUGH THE RULES WHICH IT MAKES 
FOR OBSERVANCE BY COMPANIES WHICH ARE LISTED, HAS DONE A GREAT 
DEAL TOWARDS ENSURING THAT INVESTORS RECEIVE PROPER, ADEQUATE . . 
AND CORRECT INFORMATION. IN THIS REGARD THE EXCHANGES OF 
AUSTRALIA HAVE GIVEN VERY GREAT ASSISTANCE TO THE ATTORNEYS-
GENERAL OF AUSTRALIA IN, THEIR ENDEAVOURS TO PROVIDE UNIFORM 
COMPANY LEGISLATION FOR THE BETTER PROTECTION OF INVESTORS AND, 
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IN MY CAPACITY AS ATTQRNEY^GENERAL, I DESIRE TO THANK YOU, 
MR. PRESIDENT, AND YOUR PIREDECESSGR, MR. JOHN MANNING, FOR YOUR 
MANY C0URTESIE8 IN MEETING MY OFFICERS AND FOR THE READY ASSISTANCE 
AND ADVICE YOU HAVE GIVEN. , ; - ' 
THIS SAME ASSISTANCE HAS BEEN READILY GIVEN IN THE 
DRAFTING OF THE NEW. PROCEDURES, WHICH 6AME INTO OPERATION FROM 
1ST JULY OF THIS YEAR,' WHICH PLACE TEE TRANSFER OF MARKETABLE 
SECURITIES ON A UNIFORM BASIS THROUGHOUT THE COMMONWEALTH. 
WE ARE, AS I T WERE, PARTNERS IN THE ASSOCIATED ARRANGE-
• • . ; ' i * • . 
MENTS FOR THE COLLECTION OF STAMP DUTY ON SUCH TRANSFERS IN THAT 
YOU ACT AS A COLLIX/TpTG AGENT FOR THE GOVERNMENT. IN THE" 
CHANGES IN THE BASES OF ASSESSMENT OF SUCH DUTY WHICH WERE MADE IN 
1964p AND THE FURTHER CHANGE IN BOTH. ASSESSMENT AND C OLLECTION 
WHICH COMMENCED LAST MONTH, THE GOVERNMENT HAS HAD THE UTMOST 
CO-OPERATION FROM THE PRESIDENT AND HI8 COMMITTEE. 
FOR OUR PART WE HAVE TRIED AT ALL TIMES TO MEET THE 
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CONVENIENCE AND WISHES OP .THE EXCHANGE IN THE ADMINISTRATION OP 
STAMP DUTY ARRANGEMENTS. I SAID A MOMENT AGO THAT IN- THIS 
PARTICULAR RESPECT WE ARE PARTNERS,, AND FOR MY PART I AM MOST 
HAPPY WITH THE CORDIAL RELATIONSHIP WHICH HAS ALWAYS EXISTED 
BETWEEN MEMBERS; AltD OFFICERS OF THE EXCHANGE AND MY LEGAL AND 
FINANCIAL OFFICERS.AND MYSELF. I KNOW THAT THESE RELATIONSHIPS 
WILL CONTINUE TO OUR MUTUAL BENEFIT. 
THERE IS.ONE.OTHER ASPECT OF THE ACTIVITIES OF YOUR 
MEMBERS TO WHICH I THINK I SHOULD MAKE REFERENCE. YOU ARE VERY 
VALUABLE AGENTS IN THE PROMOTION OF SUBSCRIPTIONS TO COMMONWEALTH 
LOANS AND L0AN8 RAISED BY. SEMI ^ GOVERNMENTAL BODIES AM) STATUTORY 
BODIES SUCH AS THE ELECTRICITY TRUST AND THE SOUTH AUSTRALIAN GAS 
COMPANY. I KNOW THAT, ALTHOUGH OTHER SECURITIES MAY WAX AND 
WANE IN POPULARITY, THESE GOVERNMENT AND SEMI-GOVERNMENT 
SECURITIES CONTINUE TO OCCUPY A PROMINENT PLACE IN THE PORT-FOLIOS 
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WHICH YOU RECOMMEND TO YOUR CLIENTS. I N T H I S FASHION YOU ARE 
MAKING A COMMENDABLE CONTRIBUTION TO THE SUCCESSFUL RAISING OF 
MONEYS VITALLY NECESSARY FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF OUR COUNTRY. 
IN SPEAKING OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF OUR COUNTRY $ MAY I 
SAY THAT THIS I S A MATTER TO WHICH I HAVE DEVOTED CONSIDERABLE 
ATTENTION SINCE I TOOK'OFFICE AS PREMIER OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA AS 
ALSO DID BUY PREDECESSOR FROM THE TIME THE LABOR GOVERNMENT CAME 
INTO POWER IN 1965* I AM PLEASED TO SAY THAT DESPITE STATEMENTS 
THAT HAVE BEEN MADE BY SOME PEOPLE AND WHICH HAVE RECEIVED 
\ " • " i ii i '•• — 
CONSIDERABLE PUBLICITY, I BELIEVE THAT SOUTH AUSJJRALIA I S HEADING 
FOR AN ERA OF RAPID INDUSTRIAL GROWTH, AND I CAN ASSURE YOU THAT 
THE STATE GOVERNMENT I S MAKING EVERY EFFORT TO ENSURE THAT THIS 
WILL BE ACHIEVED.. I T IS,TRUE THAT FOR SOME WHILE WE HAVE HAD 
SOME UNEMPLOYMENT IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA. THIS I S TO BE DEPLORED, 
AND EVERY EFFORT I S BEING MADE TO ENSURE: THAT EMPLOYMENT WILL BE 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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AVAILABLE WOT ONLY FOR THE CITIZENS AT PRESENT IN THE STATE BUT 
FOR THE MANY MIGRANTS WHOM WE HOPE TO CONTINUE TO ATTRACT TO 
SOUTH AUSTRALIA TO SUPPORT OUR PROGRAMME OF DEVELOPMENT. 
I T I S ALSO TRUE, ALTHOUGH NOT WELL PUBLICISED, THAT 
IN CERTAIN INDUSTRIES CONSIDERABLE OVERTIME I S BEING WORKED BY 
EMPLOYEES AND TODAY SOUTH AUSTRALIA I S THE STATE WITH THE SECOND 
•HIGHEST PERCENTAGE OF EMPLOYEES WORKING OVERTIME IN AUSTRALIA 
AND. THE SECOND HIGHEST IN THE AVERAGE HOURS OF OVERTIME WORKED. 
AS MEMBERS OF THE STOCK EXCHANGE, YOU WILL READILY 
APPRECIATE THE EFFECT THAT AN AIR OF UNCERTAINTY HAS ON GENERAL 
ECONOMIC CONDITIONS. THIS LACK OR CONFIDENCE OR UNCERTAINTY 
ARISES FROM VARIOUS THINGS, BUT, UNFORTUNATELY, IN OUR COMMUNITY 
I T SOMETIMES ARISES THROUGH PUBLICITY GIVEN.TO WHAT MIGHT.WEIL 
BE DESCRIBED AS "IRRESPONSIBLE STATEMENTS". I BELIEVE THAT THE 
DOWNTURN IN THE SOUTH AUSTRALIAN ECONOMY, .WHICH ORIGINATED FROM 
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THE SEVERE DROUGHT IN THE EASTERN STATES OF AUSTRALIA IN 1965 
WAS FURTHER AGGRAVATED; BY AN AIR OF UNCERTAINTY WHICH SPREAD 
THROUGH THE STATE AT THAT TIME. THIS LACK OF CONFIDENCE 
SERIOUSLY AFFECTED MANY SECTIONS OF OUR ECONOMY, FOR INSTANCE 
IN THE BUILDING INDUSTRY* THE DECISION TO POSTPONE ONE OR TWO 
LARGE PROJECTED UNDERTAKINGS CAUSED OTHERS TO BE POSTPONED. 
RETAIL SALES FELL,, YET AT THE SAME TIME SAVINGS BANK DEPOSITS 
ROSE. IN OTHER WORDS, I T WAS NOT THE FACT THAT MONEY WAS NOT 
AVAILABLE FOR A CONTINUED GROWTH IN COMMERCIAL TRANSACTIONS, 
BUT A LACK OF CONFIDENCE TO UNDERTAKE THE NORMAL COMMITMENTS 
ASSOCIATED WITH COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY. 
I AM HAPPY TO SAY THAT AT THE PRESENT TIME, THERE I S 
EVERY INDICATION TO BELIEVE THAT PUBLIC CONFIDENCE HAS AGAIN BEEN 
RESTORED* AS A RESULT OF THIS, THERE I S AIREADY CONSIDERABLE 
IMPROVEMENT IN THE BUILDING INDUSTRY DURING THE LAST TWO MONTHS. 
INVESTIGATIONS I HAVE MADE HAVE REVEALED THAT ARCHITECTS ARE 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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BUSILY ENGAGED ON THE PREPARATION OF NEW PROJECTS AND MANY 
ARCHITECTS HAVE INCREASED THEIR STAFF TO COPE WITH THE INCREASED 
ACTIVITIES THEY HAVE BEEN ASKED TO UNDERTAKE. SIMILARLY, REfAIL 
SALES HAVE IMPROVE© CONSIDERABLY AND IN SOME INDIVIDUAL CASES " 
HAVE REACHED AN ALL-TIME RECORD OVER RECENT WEEKS. THE AUTOMOTIVE 
• ' - ' v - . ' 
INDUSTRY I S RECOVERING FROM I T S FORMERLY DEPRESSED STATE, AND 
GENERALLY SPEAKING INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITY I S SHOWING AN UPWARD TREND 
THROUGHOUT THE STATE. . / YOU WILL BE AWARE OF VARIOUS ANNOUNCEMENTS 
I HAVE MADE ON BEHALF OF THE GOVERNMENT CONCERNING OUR PLANS FOR. 
THE FUTURE DEVELOPMENT r OF THE ESTATE. MR. DONALD CURRIE, WHO 
HAS BEEN APPOINTED DIRECTOR OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT, WILL 
COMMENCE THESE NEW DUTIES ON 218T AUGUST* 1 9 6 7 . I BELIEVE THAT 
THE QUALIFICATIONS AND WIDE EXPERIENCE IN INDUSTRY WHICH MR. CURRIE 
HAS HAD, WILL ENABLE HIM AS THE LEADER OF THE GOVERNMENT'S TEAM 
OF OFFICERS ENGAGED ON INDUSTRIAL PROMOTION* TO BRING IMPORTANT 
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DEVELOPMENTS TO OUR STATE. 
' THE GOVERNMENT. 1 8 NOT ONLY CONCERNED WITH THE ATTRACTION 
OF NEW INDUSTRY TO OUR STATE, BUT ALSO WITH THE EXPANSION. OF 
INDUSTRY AT PRESENT LOCATED WITHIN THE STATE. . WE ARE NOT ONLY 
CONCERNED WITH LARGE INDUSTRY BUT ALSO THE SMALL WORKSHOPS 
THROUGHOUT THE METROPOLITAN, AREA AND "THE VARIOUS COUNTRY TOWNS. 
TO THIS END, A CONSULTING ENGINEER WITH ASSISTANT ENGINEERS AND 
OTHER QUALIFIED STA5P, OFFERS MUCH ASSISTANCE TO SMALL ENTERPRISES 
THROUGHOUT THE LENGTH AND,BREADTH OF THE STATE TO ENABLE THEM BY 
INCREASED EFFICIENCY AND THE OVERCOMING OF TECHNICAL PROBLEMS, TO 
EXPAND THEIR ACTIVITIES AND PROVIDE GREATER OPPORTUNITIES FOR 
EMPLOYMENT THROUGHOUT THE VARIOUS COUNTRY CENTRES. 
SOUTH AUSTRALIA I S FAST BECOMING THE TECHNOLOGICAL 
CENTRE OF THE CONTINENTi THIS I S A FUNCTION WHICH THE STATE I S 
WELL EQUIPPED TO CARRY OUT. I T S CENTRAL LOCATION, THE HIGH 
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STANDING OF I T S UNIVERSITIES AND INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, 
SUPPORTED BY THE AUSTRALIAN MINERAL DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES, 
THE WEAPONS RESEARCH ESTABLISHMENT,. AND OTHER FACILITIES, MAKE 
I T IDEAL FOR A FUTURE ROLE IN APPLIED RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY. 
THIS HAS BEEN RECOGNIZED IN THE ANNOUNCEMENT ONLY THIS WEEK 
OF THE NEW SERVICES THAT WILL BE PROVIDED TO AUSTRALIA THROUGH 
THE ACTIVITIES OF THE AUSTRALIAN MINERAL DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES 
IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE BATTELLE CORPORATION OF THE UNITED 
STATES OF AMERICA. 
THE VARIOUS POINTS THAT I HAVE MENTIONED, TOGETHER WITH 
THE EXPLOITATION OF OUR NATURAL GAS DEPOSITS, GIVE GOOD GROUNDS 
FOR THE GOVERNMENT * 8 HOPES FOR THE FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF SOUTH 
AUSTRALIA. I BELIEVE THAT OUR DEVELOPMENT WILL BE RAPID BUT 
NEVERTHELESS STEADY. I BELIEVE THAT I T WILL BE TO THE GREAT 
BENEFIT OF THE STATE AND I T S CITIZENS AND I AM SURE THAT I T WILL 
RESULT IN AN UPWARD TREND IN THE BUSINESS DEALINGS OF COMMERCE 
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AND INDUSTRY IN GENERAL, INCLUDING THE MEMBERS OF THE STOCK 
EXCHANGE OF ADELAIDE. 
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SPEECH BY^  THE .. PREMIER HOM. D.Ao DUNSTAH0 Q.G. , " M.P. AT THE 
STOCK EXCHANGE DXNNERp FRIDAY,, AUGUST9 1 9 5 7 . 
MR. PRESIDENT^ ETC. s • \ 
X THANK YOU FOR TO COURTESY YOU HAVE SHOWN TO COS IN . , 
INVITING ME TO BE PRESENT WITH YOU ONTHI8 THE OCCASION OF YOUR 
ANNUAL DINNER, AND TO BE GUEST SPEAKER. . 
LIKE MOST LAYMENp I AM NOT WELL INFORMED ON THE ... 
MACHINATIONS OF THE EXCHANGE AND THSTERMS, USED COfJKOHLY IN THE 
TRANSACTION OF THE BUSINESS OF THE EXCHANGE, SO KOCH SO THAT VMB 
I ASKED OFF THE CUFF X WOULD HAVE SOME DIFFICULTY IN SSPARATXK© 
"BULLS", "BEARS'* AND "STAGS" <, SOTHAT I MIGHT NOT APPEAR TOO 
LACKING IN KNOWLEDGE, THEREFOREp I HAVE DONE A LXfTLE READING AND 
COME UP WITH SOME INTERESTING INFORMATION,, 
I FIND THAT A "BUCKET SHOP15 I S PROBABLY SO CALLED BECAUSE 
OF THE HABIT OF OPERATORS OF EARLIER DAYS OF HAVING A BUCKET OF 
' v ^ ;PAGE 2 . 
SECURITIES ON ONE SIDE OF HIS DESK AND ANOTHER BOCKJSf FOR CLIENTS8 
MONEY ON THE OTHER SXEE. X FIND; THAT A "BRUM" 18 ® E BAE3E THAT 
WAS USED FOR THE HIGHLY RESPECTABLE LONDON^ MIDLAND AND SCOTTISH 
RAILWAY STOCKSo BEING A CORRUPTION OF BIRMINGHAM, THE PRINCIPAL 
RAILWAY CENTRE ON THAT SYSTEM* 17HE1BAS X HAD "ALWAYS BOUGHT THAT 
IT WAS SOMETHING COUNTERFEIT SUCH AS A "BRUM" COIN OR ARTIFICIAL 
JEWELLERY. . . YOU WILL. BEIi®BBER0 X Afit SUKlj HO0 C i J . DENNIS'S 
SENTIMENTAL BLOKE FIRST SAW DOREEN XN THE VICTORIA MARKET "XN8PBCTXH' 
BRUMS ON STESNXE ISAACS9 STALL'*. ; 7 
KOREO\fBSe THE . STOCK EXCHANGE ITSELF HAS AN XNTERE8TXNG 
HISTORY AND APPEARS TO HAVE COME INTO BEING XB ENGLAND BECAUSE THE 
E3BN WHO DlilALT IN STOCKS IN ONE OF THE WAMS OF THE ROYAL EXCHANGE 
ATTRACTED SUCH AMOTLEYAND NOISY CROWD OF SPECULATORS THAT THE 
OUTRAGE) OCCUPANTS OF THE NEIGHBOURING WALKS DEMANDED THAT THEY 
CONDUCT THEIR BUSINESS ELSEWHERE. AFT® BEING TURNED OUT OF THE 
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EXCHAEGB B0ILD2NG, THE STQCS JOBBERS COliMNUED TO CCMDUCT THEIR 
BUSINESS IN EXCHANGE ALLEY WHICH RAN BETWEEN LOMBARD STREET 
AND GOROTXLL STREET. THIS ALX4SY HAD XN I T TWO COFFEE HOUSE 8 9 
JONATHON'S COFFEE HOUSE AND GAHRAWAtfS COFFEE HOUSE, WHICH IN 
THOSE DAYS AtSO DISPENSED PATENT MEDICINES AND STRONG LIQUORS. 
THE SfGGK JOBBERS HAD NO FORMAL GOTORNAT3CE BUT A LOOSE C O M M I T 
ORGANISATION EXISTED TO PRODUCE FROM TIME TO TIME LISTS OF STOCK 
PRICES. THERE I S A RECORD OF ONE OF THESE ,JOBBERS0 JOHEJ FREKEP 
PRODUCING SUCH A L I S T , COMPILED <* AND I QUOTE « "AT HIS 
OFFICE AGAINST THE WALL OF JOKATHON* S COFFEE HOUSE IN EXCHANGE 
ALLBYj, WHO BUYS AND SELLS STOCKS AND LENDS MONEY AT TUB SAME 
TIME" - THUS SNEAKING IN A BIT OF ADVERTISING OF HIS ACTIVITIES* 
FOLLOWING THE STOCK GAMBLING MANIA OF THE SOUTH SEA HJBBLE0 A 
DECISION WAS TAKEN TO PROVIDE 'A PERMANENT HOME FCM THE STOCK 
OPERATORS AND IN 1773 -A STOCK OPERATORS " CLUB WAS FORMED AT THE 
NEW JONATHOH9S COFFEE HOUSE (THE ORIGINAL HAVING BEEN BURNT DOWN) 
AND THE TITLE "THE STOCK EXCHANGS" WAS WRXTTEN OVER THE DOOSU 
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^OME THIRTY YEA&S LATER fHE PRESENT LONDON STOCK EXCHANGE WAS • ' 
ERECTED FROM FUNDS RAISED ffif PUBLIC SUBSCRIPTION, FOR THE 
TRANSACTION Of BUSINESS IN THE PUBLIC FUNDS <, THE STOCK EXCHANGE 
IN LONDON I S STILL CALLED "THE HOUSE® RECALLING ITS EARLIER DAYS 
AS THE COFFEE HOUSE AND I T S ATTENDANTS, SO I AM INFORMED, ARE 
STILL CALLED '^WAITERS". 
- SOME OF THIS MAY BE KNOWN TO YOU, BUT PERHAPS 80ME MAY 
NOT. X o AT LEASTS FOUND THE. INFORMATION INTERESTING AND 
REFRESH!®, PARflCULAH^r AS THE RULES AND BY-LAWS OF YOUR EXCHANGE 
ARE BASED, SO I UNDERSTAND* ON THOSE OF THE LONDON EXCHANGE, 
EVEN SO,, FEW LAYMEN HAVE ANY REAL KNOWLEDGE OF STOCK 
EXCHANGE OPERATIONSAMERICAN FILMS HAVE GIVEN US A PICTURE OF 
FRENZIED WRITING IN AND RUBBING OUT OF PRICES CHALKED ON A HUGE 
BOARD, A SEA OF HANDS WAVING PAPERS IN ANSWER TO A CALL, AND A 
BABBLE OF VOICESs TICKER TAPE C0ATTIRING AND SO ON. 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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X All SURE THAT YOUR OPERATI ONS ARE NOT NEARLY AS 
DRAMATICo BE THEY -EXCITING OR HUM-DRUM THIS I DO KNOW. 
THE STOOft EXCHANGE PROVIDES A MOST RELIABLE BAROMETEROF 
CONFIDENCE IN THE ECONOMY. ANY SIGNS OP ANXIETY IN PARTICULAR 
ENTERPRISES ARE QUICKLY REFLECTED IN THE MARKET ~ ANY GENERAL 
LACK OF CONFIDENCE SHOWS OUT IN A GENERAL MALAISE IN THE 
EXCHANGE. I AM HAPPY TO NOTE THAT PRESENT LEVELS OF ACTIVITY 
ARE SUCH AS TO FOSTER THE BELIEF THAT THE OUTLOOK FOR THE FUTURE 
I S ONE OF CONFIDENCE* 
SHE STOCK EXCHANGE, THROUGH THE RULES WHICH I T MAKES 
FOR OBSERVANCE BY COMPANIES WHICH ARE LISTED, HA;S DONE A GREAT 
DEAL TOWARDS ENSURING THAT INVESTORS RECEIVE PROPER, ADEQUATE 
AND CORRECT INFORMATION. IN.THIS REGARD THE EXCHANGES OF 
AUSTRALIA HAVE GIVEN VERY GREAT ASSISTANCE TO THE ATTORNEYS-
GENERAL OF AUSTRALIA IN THEIR ENDEAVOURS TO PROVIDE UNIFORM 
CCHPANY LEGISLATION FOR THE BETTER PROTECTION OF INVESTORS AND, 
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IN MY CAPACITY AS ATTORNEY-GENERAL9 I DESIRE TO THANK YOU, 
MR. PRESIDENT, AND YOUR PRBDECESSOR^ :MR. JOHN MANNING, FOR YOUR 
MAN* COURTESIES IN MEETING MY OFFICERS AND FOR THE READY ASSISTANCE 
AND ADVICE YOU HAVE GIVEN. 
THIS SAME ASSISTANCE HAS BEEN READILY GIVEN IN THE 
DRAFTING OF THE NEW PROCEDURES, WHICH CAME INTO OPERATION FROM 
HST JULY OF THIS YEAR^' WHICH PLACE THE TRANSFER OF MARKETABLE 
SECURITIES ON A UNIFORM BASIS THROUGHOUT THE COMMONWEALTH. 
' ~ WE ARE, AS I T WERE, PARTNERS IN THE ASSOCIATED ARRANGE-
MENTS FOR THE COLLECTION OF STAMP DUTY ON SUCH TRANSFERS IN THAT 
YOU ACT AS A COLLECTING ASENT FOR THE GOVERNMENT.. IN THE' 
CHANGES IN THE BASES OF ASSESSMENT OF SUCH DUTY. WHICH WERE MADE IN 
i9&ko AND THE FURTHER CHANGS IN BOTH ASSESSMENT AND COLLECTION 
WHICH COMMENCED LAST MONTH,' THE GOVERNMENT HAS HAD THE UTMOST 
CO-OPERATION FROM'THE PRESIDENT AND HIS COMMITTEE. 
FOR OUR PART WE HAVE TRIES; AT ALL TIMES TO MEET. THE " 
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CONVENIENCE AS© WISHES OF THE EXCHANGE IN THE ADMINI8 TR ATI OH OF 
STAMP DUTY ARRANGEMENTS• I SAID A MOMENT AGO THAT IN THIS 
PARTICULAR RE8PECT WE- ARE PARTNERS5 AND FOE MY PART I AM MOST 
HAPPY WITH THE CORDIAL RELATIONSHIP WHICH HAS ALWAYS EXISTS© 
BETWEEN .MEMBERS AND OFFICERS OF THE EXCHANGE AND MY LEGAL AND 
FINANCIAL OFFICERS AND MYSELF. I KNOW THAT THESE RELATIONSHIPS 
WILL CONTINUE TO OUR MUTUAL BENEFIT. 
THESE I S ONE OTHER ASPECT OF THE ACTIVITIES OF YOUR 
MEMBERS TO WHICH I THINK I SHOULD MAKE REFERENCE. YOU ARE VERY 
VALUABLE AGENTS IN THE PROMOTION OF SUBSCRIPTIONS TO COMMONWEALTH 
LOANS AND LOANS RAISED BY SEMI-GOVERNMENTAL BODIES AND 8TATUT0RY 
BODIES SUCH AS THE ELECTRICITY TRUST AND THE SOUTH AUSTRALIAN GAS 
COMPANY. I KNOW THAT, ALTHOUGH OTHER SECURITIES MAY WAS AND 
WANE IN POPULARITY9 THESE GOVERNMENT AND SEMI^GOVERNME® 
SECURITIES CONTINUE TO OCCUPY A PROMINENT PLACE IN THE PORT-FOLIOS 
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WHICH YOU RECOMMEND TO YOUR CLIENT8. IN THIS FASHION YOU ARE 
MAKING A COMMENDABLE CONTRIBUTION TO THE SUCCESSFUL RAISING OF 
MONEYS VITALLY NECESSARY FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF OUR COUNTRY. 
; IN SPEAKING OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF OUR COUNTRY,, KAY 2 
SAY THAT THIS I S A MATTER TO WHICH I HAVE DEVOTED CONSIDERABLE 
ATTENTION SINCE X TOOK OFFICE A3 PREMIER OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA AS 
ALSO DID MY PREDECESSOR FROM THE T I M THE LABOR GOVERNMENT CAME 
INTO POWER IN 19&5. I AM PLEASED TO 8AY THAT DESPITE STATEMENTS 
THAT HAVE BEEN MADE BY SOME PEOPLE AND WHICH HAVE RECEIVED 
CONSIDERABLE PUBLICITY, X BELIEVE THAT SOUTH AUSTRALIA I S HEADING 
FOR AN ERA OF RAPID INDUSTRIAL GROWTH, AND I CAN ASSURE YOU THAT 
THE STATE GOVERNMENT 18 MAKING EVERY EFFORT TO ENSURE THAT THIS 
WILL BE ACHIEVED. IT I S TRUE THAT FOR SOME WHILE WE HAVE HAD 
SOME UNEMPLOYMENT IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA. THX8 I S TO BE DEPLORED, 
AND EVERY. EFFORT I S BEING MADE TO ENSURE THAT EMPLOYMENT WILL BE 
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AVAILABLE NOT ONLY FOR THE CITIZENS AT PRESENT XN THE STATE BUT 
FOR THE" fiANY MIGRANTS MOM f/E HOPE TO CONTINUE TO ATTRACT TO 
SOUTH AUSTRALIA TO SUPPORT OUR PROGRAMME OF DEVELOPMENT* 
IT I S ALSO .TEUEp' ALTHOUGH NOT WELL PUBLICISED2 THAT 
IN CERTAIN INDUSTRIE .C0S3SIDERABLE OVERTIME I S BEING WORK® BY 
EMPLOYEES AND TODAY SOUTH AUSTRALIA I S THE STATE WITH THE SECOND 
HIGHEST PERCENTAGE OF ®PLOYEBS WORKSEG\ OVERTIME IN AUSTRALIA 
AND THE SECG8© HIGHEST IN AVERAGE HOURS OF OVERTIME WORKED. 
' . v . AS MEMBERS "OF THE STOCK EXCHANGE, YOU WILL READILY 
APPRECIATES THE EFFECT THAT AN AIR OF UNCERTAINTY HAS ON GENS&AL 
ECONOMIC CONDITIONS, THIS LACK OR CONFIDENCE OS UNCERTAINTY 
ARISES FROM VARIOUS T B p ^ S , BUT, UNFORTUNATELY0 IN OUR COWUBITT 
I T SOMETIMES ARISES THROUGH PUBLICITY GXVETTO WHAT MIGHT WELL 
BE DESCRIBED AS"IRRE3PCMSIBLE STATEMENTS". t BELIEVE THAT THE 
DOWNTURN. IN THE SOUTH AUSTRALIAN ECONOMY, WKXCH ORIGINATED VROB 
' . \ . " • • PAQE 10« 
THE S O T S S DROUGHT IN THE S A S M I STATES OF AUSTRAL A IN 1 $ 6 5 
WAS FBBTHBa AGGRAVATED BY AN AIR OF UNCERTAINTY WHICH SPREAD 
THROUGH THE STATE AT THAT TIME; THIS LACK OF CONFIDENCE 
SERIOUSLY AFFECTED; MANY SECTIONS OF OUR ECONOMY* FOR INSTANCE 
IN THE BUILDING INDUSTSt* THE DEGISICr TO POSTPC0E ONE OR TWO 
LARGE PRQJECTI2) UNDERTAKINGS CAUSED OTHERS TO BE POSTPONED. 
• .
 r
 ' . ' 4 
RETAIL SALES YET',AT; THE SAME TIME . SAVINGS BANK DEF0SIT8 
ROSE* IN OTHER WORDS* I T $AS NOT THE FACT THAT MONEY WAS NOT 
AVAILABLE FOR A CONTINUED GROWTH IN COMMERCIAL TRANSACTIONS, 
BUT A LACK OF eONFIDENCS; TO UNDERTAKE ;THB NORMAL COMMITMENTS 
ASSOCIATED WITH G C B M c i ; AND INDUSTRY* 
I AI3'HAPPY:TO SAY THAT AT THE:.PRESENT TIME, THERE I S 
®TERY INDICATION TO BEL33VB THAT PUBLIC CONFIDENCE HAS AGAIN BEEN 
RESTORED. :A8: A RESUI.T OF THIS,, THERE I S AIREADY CONSIDERABLE 
IMPROVEMENT I N THE BUILDING. INDUSTRY DURING THE LAST TWO SION2&S. 
INVESTIGATIONS I HAVE MADE HAVE REVEAOT THAT ARCHITECTS ARE 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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BUSILY E m j & W (M THE PREPARATION OF NEW PROJECTS AND MANY 
ARCHITECTS HAVE INCREASED THEIR STAFF TO COPE WITH THE INCREASED 
ACTIVITIES. THEY HAVE BEEN ASKED TO UNDERTAKE. SIMILARLY,, RETAIL 
SALES HAVE IMPROVED CONSIDERABLY AND IN 3OME INDIVIDUAL CASES 
HAVE REAC12SD AN ALL-TIME RECORD OVER. REGENT WEEKS.- THE AUTOMOTIVE 
INDUSTRY I S RECOVERING FROM I T S FORMERLY DEPRESSED STATE, AND 
GENERALLY SPEAKING INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITY I S SHOWING AN UPWARD TREND 
THROUGHOUT THE STATE. YOU WILL BE AWARE OF VARIOUS ANNOUNCEMENTS 
I HAVE MADE ON BEHALF OF THE GOVERNMENT CONCERNING OUR PLANS FCR 
THE FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF THE STATE. MR .DONALD CURRXB, WHO 
HAS BEEN APPOINTED DIRECTOR OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT, WILL 
COMMENCE THESE NEW DUTIES ON 21ST AUGUST 0 1 9 6 7 . I BELIEVE THAT 
THE QUALIFICATIONS AND WIDE EXPEDIENCE IN INDUSTRY WHICH MR. CURRIE 
HAS HAD, WILL ENABLE HIM AS THE LEADER OF THE GOVERNMENT'S TEAM 
OF OFFICERS ENGAGED ON INDUSTRIAL PROMOTION, TO BRING IMPORTANT 
, ' " ' i . • •• PAGE 12 . , 
DEVELOPMENTS TO OUR STA332. 
' TI03 GOVERNMENT I S NOT. ONLY CONCERNED WITH THE ATTRACTION 
OF NEW INDUSTRY TO OUR STA3S,- BUT ALSO WITH THE EXPANSION OF 
INDUSTRY AT PRESENT LOCATED WITHIN. THE STATE. WE ARE NOT ONLY 
CONCERNED WITH LARGE INDUSTRY BUT ALSO THE SMALL W0RK8H0PS 
THROUGHOUT THE METROPOLITAN,AREA: AND THE VARIOUS COUNTRY TOWNS. 
TO . THIS END, A CONSULTING ENGINEER WITH ASSISTANT ENGINEERS AND 
OTHER QUALIFIED STAK?, OFFERS MUCH ASSISTANCE TO SMALL ENTERPRISES 
THROUGHOUT THE LENGTH AND BREADTH OF THE STATE TO ENABLE THEM BY 
.INCREASED EFFICIENCY AND THE OVERCOMING OF TECHNICAL PROBLEMS, TO 
EXPAND THEIR ACTIVITIES AND PROVIDE GREATER OPPORTUNITIES FOR 
EMPLOYMENT THROUGHOUT THE VARIOUS COUNTRY CENTRES. 
SOUTH AUSTRALIA I S FAST BECOMING THE TECHNOLOGICAL 
CENTRE OF THE CONTXNEOTV THIS I S A FUNCTION WHICH THE STATE I S 
WELL EQUIPPED TO CARRY OUT. I T S CENTRAL LOCATION, THE HIGH. 
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STANDING OP I T S UNIVERSITIES AND INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, 
SUPPORTED BY THE AUSTRALIAN MINERAL DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES, 
THE WEAPONS RESEARCH ESTABLISHMENT, AND OTHER FACILITIES, MAKE 
I T IDEAL FOR A FUTURE ROLE IN APPLIED RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY. 
THIS HAS BEEN RECOGNIZED IH THE ANNOUNCEMENT ONLY THIS WEEK 
OF THE NEW SERVICES THAT WILL BE PROVIDED TO AUSTRALIA THROUGH 
THE ACTIVITIES OF THE AUSTRALIAN MINERAL DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES 
IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE BATTELLB CORPORATION OF THE UNITED 
STATES OF AMERICA. 
THE VARIOUS POINTS THAT I HAVE MENTIONED, TOGETHER WITH 
THE EXPLOITATION OF OUR NATURAL GAS DEPOSITS, GIVE GOOD GROUNDS 
FOR THE GOVERNMENT'S HOPES FOR THE FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF SOUTH 
AUSTRALIA. I BELIEVE THAT OUR DEVELOPMENT WILL BE RAPID BUT 
NEVERTHELESS STEADY. I BELIEVE THAT I T WILL BE TO THE GREAT 
BENEFIT OF THE STATE AND I T 8 CITIZENS AND I AM SURE THAT I T WILL 
RESULT IN AN UPWARD TREND IN THE BUSINE8S DEALINGS OF C O M R C B 
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AND INDUSTRY IN GENERAL, INCLUDING THE MEMBERS OF THE STOCK 
EXCHANGE OF ADELAIDE, = 
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